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You’ve heard this before right,

“your brain can’t tell between what’s

real and what’s imagined.” 

Studies show this to be radically true,
whatever we see in our mind's eye is
creating new realities for us in the
present. 
How? 
It’s all about habit and rewiring the
subconscious. As we build new neural
pathways we create an entirely new
reality for ourselves. When you create
from the subconscious the conscious
has to follow, it's the way we are
programmed. Dr. Bruce Lipton says
there is no one living in the
subconscious, it is just a program, our
conscious mind holds the power BUT
the tricky part is, we can try to
rationalize and talk to ourselves till the
cows come home but this doesn’t
change anything, Why?
Because our subconscious isn’t being
engaged, to do this he says we must be
in a state of theta (before bed or early
morning) as well as pairing our new
beliefs habitually in daily practice.

YOU CAN CREATE

YOUR
REALITY

W E E K  E I G H T
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VISUALIZATION

Visualization is one of the most powerful tools you can utilize in your
journey, as you take the time to imagine and feel your desired reality,
you align with that reality.
You can visualize anything from embodying an emotion, a dream
scenario, a goal, a dream home, your future self or even simply
playing out your day ahead going perfectly.

We create new pathways, new energy & new beliefs right at that very
moment.
We quantum leap.
This tool will become your new best friend.

HOW DO YOU visualizE?

+ Find a quiet space, put on some peaceful music, breathe & align
with your heart
+ Create a scenario in your mind as if it IS happening in the present
+ Go into great detail about the situation or emotion see, feel, hear
and experience everything that would be happening around you 
+ Live in that reality, play with it!
+ Expand as far as you can with it, don't play small in this world, really
go for what you want
+ Allow yourself to flow in the visualization, follow your intuition
+ Bring forth the emotions associated take note of what you feel
+ Let go
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Do this daily, watch yourself & reality shift.

Allow yourself to strive forward with divine action while also
following excitement and flow. 
This practice will follow you throughout the day, you don't actively
need to do anything after your visualization, other than follow your
joy.

SIDE EFFECTS
+ You will be inspired with new ideas & inspiration.
+ You will love the present & savour every moment BECAUSE it
feels like you already exist in this alternate reality, which you do
because time isn't linear and neither is our reality.
+ You will love the journey more and await new experiences with
excitement, we say goodbye to that frantic energy babe! 

You may find yourself wanting to practise often because it feels SO
damn good, visualization connects us to the present and an
awareness of our true innate powers.

 

+ LET GO

+ DONT WORRY HOW THINGS WILL MANIFEST just allow 

+ GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION TO CHANGE

+ ACCEPT THAT BAD dayS will STILL HAPPEN

+ action is always necessary but let it come from a place of love & excitement 

+ FOLlOW YOUR EMOTIONAL GUIDANCe SYSTEM

+ UNDERSTAND THAT THIS JOURNEY IS FULL OF UPS AND DOWNS, THERE IS NO ONE EQUATION FOR HAPPINESS

JUST REMEMBER TO ACCEPT WHERE YOU ARE AND KNOW YOU HAVE THE POWER WITHIN TO CONQUER ALL
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Another powerful way to infuse magical energy into
your life is by watching your language, similar to
noticing our self-sabotaging beliefs. Our language
is a powerful tool to utilize in bringing forth your
power. 

When we tell ourselves things like...

+ "I can't or I have.."
+ "I'm not smart enough."
+ "I'm bad at XYZ.."
+ "Things always work out this way for me."
Additionally...
+ Complaining & Gossiping greatly affect the way
we feel.

These situations & thoughts bring evidence to our
subconscious, therefore, building stronger foundations
for our contrasting beliefs.
Our reticular activating system is the part of the brain
responsible for processing data and imagery,
basically, it picks out what it thinks is most important
based on what we have thought/paid attention to in
the past. 
If we shift our awareness in a self expansive way we
can build up a new foundation built on confidence &
power, therefore our RAS shows us more of what we
shift our perspective too. 

L A N G U A G I N G
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TAKING NOTE

+ What are some common things you say about yourself?

+ Do you feel empowered by the way you speak?

+ If not what are some sentences and or words you could switch up
when talking about yourself & your reality?
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TRY NOT TO OVER-ANALYZE OR MAKE THIS FEEL LIKE WORK, COME AT THIS WITH

CURIOSITY. 

 TAKE NOTE WHENEVER YOU SAY A WORD, SENTENCE OR ARE IN A SITUATION THAT FEELS

HEAVY & NOT EXPANSIVE.



+ Do you tend to re-tell old stories that aren't serving you? If so what are
they?

+ What are words that feel empowering to you?

+  What are words that feel heavy to you?

+ Who out of your friends makes you feel light & expansive? 
( now spend more time with them )  

A fun tip when talking about things on your to-do list, remind yourself

this is stuff you GET to do not HAVE to do.
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AFFIRMATIONS

Affirmations are a beautiful way to remind yourself of the power
within, each month create a new affirmation (mantra) for yourself to
lean into. When creating an affirmation the key is to feel it with your
heart. I highly suggest getting some mala beads that you can sit
with and repeat your mantra for each bead on the necklace. 
This can feel hard at first but stick with it, allow your mind and body
to flow into the affirmation, soon you'll become one.

TIPS FOR CREATING HEARTFELT AFFIRMATIONS

+ Make it something believable for you
+ Make it an "I" statement and stay on the high vibe side, try to
steer clear of the words "no, don't, won't"
+ State it in the present tense
+ Feel it in your heart 
+ Repeat daily for 20-30 days ( morning or evening)
+ You could also dance while you repeat your affirmation or look at
yourself in the mirror

 

+ I AM LIMITLESS AND ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE

+ I AM BREAKING OUT OF MY COMFORT ZONE & ALIGNING WITH THE HIGHEST VERSION OF ME

+ I HAVE MORE POWER THAN I EVEN KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH

+ I SERVE THE WORLD WITH MY MAGIC

+ MY AUTHENTICITY CREATES RIPPLES OF CHANGE 

+ I MOVE THROUGH CHALLENGES WITH GRACE, CURIOSITY & EASE

+ I AM BOLD, I AM CONFIDENT, I AM FREE

+ I ALLOW MY SOUL SELF TO SHINE BECAUSE I KNOW THE WORLD DESERVES TO SEE MY MAGIC

+ 5K A MONTH FLOWS TO ME EASILY & EFFORTLESSLY 
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WHAT  DO  I

WANT  TO

VISUALIZE

INTO

REALITY?
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MY  MANTRAS
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